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10 Book Best Selling Alien Romance Series (Uoria Mates II Complete Set)This is the second series

of the BESTSELLING Uoria Mates Series. The huge ensemble of lovable characters from the

previous series is back along with new ones! Still reeling from the final battle that eliminated the

Klimnu and took one of their own, the Denynso warriors gather to honor the life of Jem and talk

about the strange discovery of the mirror world beneath the compound. They go back to the mirror

world to explore, thinking that the Klimnu created the space, but are stunned to discover that it is

actually home to a gorgeous and mysterious creature named Loralia, the last of her kind. One

warrior, volatile and unpredictable Bannack struggles from the moment he meets her, deeply torn by

an internal conflict that threatens his very future. Will he stay back for Loralia or join the other

warriors in leaving the compound and exploring Uoria for the first time to discover what else might

populate their beloved planet? This is only the beginning of the Ã¢â‚¬ËœUoria Mates IIÃ¢â‚¬â„¢

series, a collection of 10 titles that have all the key romance, action, drama, and suspense

ingredients to leave you turning pages and pages of this stellar interplanetary story. When alien

wars and invasions are mixed with an unconventional story of cross-world seduction that begins

unwanted, only to end up becoming irresistible, you know that this is an exciting story that is not to

be missed. As you read the Ã¢â‚¬ËœUoria Mates IIÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ series, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll travel

throughout an outer space world, where complex intrigues, highly charged emotions, as well as

heated and conflicting desires, will unfold as wars are fought, and as hearts and bodies merge in an

explosion of dramatic events with unforeseeable consequences that will touch and change the lives

of many.Book 1: The Alien's MISSIONBook 2: The Alien's PROMISEBook 3: The Alien's

SURPRISEBook 4: The Alien's LOVEBook 5: The Alien's GUESTBook 6: The Alien's

REVELATIONBook 7: The Alien's SUITORBook 8: The Alien's BONDBook 9: The Alien's

TRUTHBook 10: The Alien's LIBERATORThis book contains mature themes and language, only

suitable for adults over the age of 18!
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This series is the continuation of the first set...only now we have our favorite warriors transversing

their planet. They come upon many strange things but the strangest is the city full of people who are

sleeping. As they uncover more info, they figure out these people have been asleep for years!This

is a great read with plenty of action both physically and mentally

Uroria Mates II is an extension of series I. Had trouble putting each book down; sometimes couldn't

stop at the end of one and had to start on the next one. Ruth Scott has a great series going and I

don't know how she can continue to set III, but she does.

I liked this book (or rather all ten of them ). The only complaint I have is there are a lot of repeating

explanations. I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t need it explained to me more than once. I got it the first time

and don't have dementia yet so am not likely to forget. I do look forward to volume 3.

I love this set of books. They grab you into their world as soon as you start reading and you feel like

your there experiencing everything with them. I believe a great book is one that will take you away

and make you forget everything around you. The problems, the hurt, the pain everything and your

transported to become the main character. When a book makes you cry, laugh, feel what they are

experiencing then its a hit. If you want an amazing read get this collection and kept on reading.

Come along to explore the alien planet Uoria and its inhabitants, and find your very own mate!



Encounter enemies and form new alliances, cement your resolve, reform your thinking and put your

principles into test.

The first grouping was good, but this one was pretty awesome. If I hadn't bought it as a group, I

would have NEVER read it, though, because of the constant cliffhangers. But as a group I loved it!

a wonderful series that you never want to put down. exciting to read about the first time visits.

WOW!!! So I have this saying, "reading is my drug of choice." Ruth Anne Scott I'm addicted!!!! Ok so

Pyra was a bit aggressive, understandable. Lynx was my favorite this time around. Loralia rocked!!

Loved that she stood up to the BS! So now that I'm done I'm kinda fiending for my next fix of

Uoria!!!!
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